
Tattoo Aftercare & Exposure Control Plan for Sharky’s Paradise

233 Main St Longmont CO 80501

Tattoo Aftercare with Saniderm Transparent Adhesive Bandages, and more.

-This progressive, health conscious solution eliminates any need for lotions and
ointments by locking in the body’s natural fluids and enzymes to keep the skin
moist.

-The bandage has a breathable, gas permeable design that allows the skin to get the
oxygen it needs to heal while still protecting it from water, dirt, germs, and friction.
This reduces scabbing and allows the skin to heal efficiently and naturally without
any interferences. The Saniderm bandage is incredibly light and flexible. It will
stay adhered to your body while providing full range of motion, whether you need
to shower, or have a tendency to toss and turn in bed.

-By providing this level of protection with such ease, Saniderm dramatically
reduces overall healing time, scabbing, fading, itching, and pain. Clients have
found that their healed tattoo colors remain more vibrant with Saniderm compared
to other aftercare products.

-Once Saniderm is applied to the tattoo covering by the artist it will be
recommended to be left on for 7 DAYS, then peeled off of the end of the 7th day
and moisturized with a unscented lotion/ tattoo lovers care cream as needed for
brightness.(Lubriderm also works great)

-If the adhesive allergy is an issue, or if the saniderm comes off early we
recommend the following;

1. Gently wash 2-3 times a day with an antibacterial soap, or tattoo lovers care
soap(foam up the unscented soap in your hands, massage for 10-20 seconds min.
and wash your tattoo with lukewarm water) PAT the tattoo dry.

2. Apply a non-scented ointment or salve(Tattoo Lovers Care, Aquaphor, Green
Goo, Tattoo Magic, H2Ocean Ointment, or A&D) to the area after washed and
dried (only do this until tattoo peels which is roughly 3-4 days).

3. PRIOR to peeling:

● DO NOT ITCH OR SCRATCH TATTOO (instead pat it gently)

● NO SWIMMING, NO HOTTUBS, NO HOT SHOWERS ON THE AREA

● AVOID SOAKING TATTOO  (in shower)

● DO NOT EXPOSE TATTOO TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT OR BACTERIA/ DIRT
DEBRIS

● AVOID TIGHT CLOTHING,AVOID WORKING OUT/ SWEATING ON
TATTOO, AVOID SWELLING, NO ZINC BASED OINTMENTS

4. Once the tattoo has begun to peel, switch from ointment/salve to an unscented



lotion (Tattoo Lovers Care Crea, Lubriderm, Curel, H2Ocean Cream) Continue to
use for 4 weeks and even thereafter to keep tattoo bright

SIGNS OF INFECTION

● Redness around the tattoo

● Prolong Swelling

● Sensitivity to the touch

● Pus

● Bumps

Please Seek a physician if there are any of the following:

● Swelling (Allergic Reaction)

● Infection (Pus)

● Heat

● Illness

TATTOOS SHOULD BE HEALED WITHIN 4-6 WEEKS.

If you have ANY questions please call our SHOP Sharky’s Paradise 720.504.6533

Emergency Contacts are as follows:

Sharky’s Paradise: 233  Main St. Longmont, CO 80501/ 720.504.6533




